ConsenSys Announces Sponsorship of EthCC 2019
Annual Ethereum blockchain development workshop and community event held in Paris
PARIS - February 14, 2019 - ConsenSys, the market leading blockchain development firm, is
proud to sponsor the Ethereum Community Conference (EthCC). Key developers, designers,
and researchers from around the world will arrive in Paris for a series of panels and workshops
discussing the future of the Internet built on Ethereum.
The second edition of EthCC will be held from March 5-7, 2019, in the Conservatoire National
des Arts et Métiers (CNAM) in Paris.
EthCC is, after Devcon, the largest Ethereum blockchain developer conference and community
event in the world, featuring 300 international speakers in 6 auditoriums. Conference topics
include Privacy, Governance, Security, dApps (decentralized applications), Decentralized
Finance, Scalability, Gaming, and Web 3.0. Participants will learn about the latest technical
developments on Ethereum from leading Ethereum developers and designers. There will also
be hands-on workshops where participants can, for example, learn how to code their first
decentralized application.
A champion of inclusivity, EthCC conferences attract not only the most advanced and
experienced developers and researchers in the Ethereum ecosystem, but also welcome
newcomers who want to discover the Ethereum blockchain through a series of introductory
sessions designed to take developers from "Zero to Hero."
“ConsenSys is proud to sponsor EthCC and we look forward to welcoming developers from
France and the rest of the world at EthCC in Paris. EthCC will give current and aspiring
developers the opportunity to expand their knowledge of blockchain, but more importantly, learn
how to develop enterprise solutions on the Ethereum blockchain, from international experts.
This event is the place to be for developers who want to get involved in the Ethereum
community and learn about the latest blockchain technologies to advance their career,” said
Ken Timsit, Managing Director, ConsenSys France.
More than twenty ConsenSys speakers will be participating in talks, workshops, and panels.
Expect major announcements about PegaSys’ Pantheon 1.0, which is bridging the enterprise
blockchain world with Ethereum, from Kavita Gupta of ConsenSys Ventures, as well as updates
from consumer-facing applications. ConsenSys projects presented include: Infura, Gitcoin,
HellHound, and the Dauriel Network. The full conference agenda can be found here.

EthCC 2019 is open to everyone. Free tickets are available for students.
For more information and to register, please visit: https://www.ethcc.io
EthCC 2019 is part of Paris Blockchain Week which will be taking place from March 4-10 2019.
For more information please visit: https://blockchainweek.fr/
About EthCC:
EthCC is a community and non-commercial event, organized by Asseth (a non-profit
organization). Asseth's purpose is to promote, develop, and allow as many people as possible
to use the Ethereum blockchain. The founding members share a common passion for this
technology and have very diverse profiles. In 2018, Asseth organized over 24 meetups in
France.
For more information: https://www.ethcc.io
About ConsenSys:
ConsenSys is a global formation of technologists and entrepreneurs building the infrastructure,
applications, and practices that enable a decentralized world. At the core, ConsenSys is a
venture production studio and blockchain software development consultancy creating
decentralized applications (dApps), enterprise solutions and developer tools for blockchain
ecosystems, focused primarily on Ethereum. Powered by smart contracts and secured through
encryption, our solutions provide the benefits of transparency, auditability, and immutability that
are unique to blockchain-based solutions.
For more information please visit: https://consensys.net
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